Develop, procure and sustain Weapon, Visual Augmentation, Fire Support capabilities, and Munitions for specific missions when Service solutions do not meet SOF requirements.

SOF Unique Attributes/Focus:

• **VAS:** EXPAND LIMITED VISABLITY ADVANTAGES over Sophisticated Threats

• **Fire Support Systems:** REDUCE THE WEIGHT of Pointers, Markers, Target Location Devices. Develop more PRECISE AND ACCURATE munitions systems

• **Weapons:** Improve suppressors (flash, sound & glint) for REDUCED SIGNATURE to obtain/maintain LOW VISIBILITY

• **Ammunition:** COVERTNESS through Flash-less powder, subsonic munitions; accurate across all temperatures
ACQUISITION PHILOSOPHY

• Maximize utilization of Service Common materiel solution
  – Fully integrated in the requirements/development process via multiple joint venues/IPTs

• Build SOF Specific materiel solution
  – Competitive Procurements via 5 Year IDIQ Contracts
  – Focused on SOF-specific missions
  – Transition from SOF to regular forces

• Modified Commercial Off the Shelf
AMMO & WEAPONS PORTFOLIO

• Visual Augmentation Systems
  – **Helmet Mounted**: Image Intensified \((I^2)\) Binocular, Clip-On Thermal Imager, Fusion
  – **Handheld**: Thermal Imagers, Laser Markers

• Weapons and Accessories
  – Combat Assault Rifles
  – Machine Guns
  – Sniper Rifles
  – Suppressors

• Ammunition, Demolitions and Breaching
  – Small Caliber Ammunition
  – Shoulder Fired Systems
  – Aviation Ammunition
  – Demolitions and Pyrotechnics